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RECORD launches an innovative app to transform personal injury recoveries.

Las Vegas, NV – May 3, 2023 – RECORD, a Las Vegas-based technology company, today
announced the launch of a personal injury app that will transform the relationship between
clients and their attorneys.

RECORD is designed to simplify the personal injury claim process and help clients receive the
compensation they deserve. The app provides a secure platform for clients to upload case
information, communicate with their attorneys, submit updates on their injuries, and track their
medical treatments and expenses. RECORD integrates with law practice management software
to streamline

"Personal injury claims can be complex and overwhelming for clients, especially when dealing
with injuries and medical treatments," said Founder and CEO Kenny Eliason. "With RECORD,
we wanted to create an easy-to-use app that puts clients in control of their case and helps them
obtain the best possible outcome."

Already in use by five law firms and with over 40 clients on the app, RECORD has proven its
value in the early stages of its adoption, demonstrating its potential to improve the personal
injury claim process for clients and attorneys alike.

RECORD is available immediately for iOS and Android devices and is free to install and try.

The app is designed to be user-friendly, with a simple and intuitive interface. Key features
include:

● Attorney Updates: Clients can provide their attorneys with detailed updates on their
injuries, pain levels, and overall well-being, helping attorneys build stronger cases on
their behalf.

● Medical Tracker: Clients can easily record and track their medical treatments and
expenses, simplifying the claims process and ensuring they receive the compensation
they deserve.

● Expense Tracker: Clients can keep track of all expenses related to their injury, including
medical bills, lost wages, and transportation costs.

● Personalized Dashboard: Clients can view all their case information in one place,
including upcoming appointments, medical treatments, and expenses.



"RECORD helped our firm identify gaps in treatment that were causing us to leave money on
the table,” said Dean Tingey of Tingey Injury Law Firm. “Now we know our clients are getting the
treatment they need, and we get the data we need to build their case.”

For more information about RECORD, visit https://www.getrecord.com.

About Record System, Inc

Record System, Inc is focused on improving the personal injury claims process for clients,
attorneys, and medical providers.

If you would like a beta account, you may request access here:
https://www.getrecord.com/beta-signup/
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